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Disclaimer
Research

The statistical and graphic information set forth in the analysis is compiled by Fearnley Consultants A/S based on the databases and time series supplied
by Fearnresearch, the research division of Fearnleys A/S, and other external sources of information. Fearnresearch compiles, processes and publishes
data for the benefit of the brokering departments of Fearnleys A/S and its clients. Its methodologies for collecting data, and therefore the data collected,
may differ from those of other sources, and its data do not reflect all or even necessarily a comprehensive set of actual transactions occurring in the market.
Certain estimates may be based on prevailing market conditions. There can be no assurance that such data reflect actual market conditions. Data
compilation, especially for earlier historical periods, is subject to limited audit and validation procedures. Both closed and open sources, interviews and
market intelligence to gain information on different topics may be used. Accordingly, there can be no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of the
estimates, advice, statements and any other information contained in the analysis.
The analyses, estimates, advice, statement and any other information contained in the analysis are prepared and presented in good faith. However, neither
Fearnley Consultants A/S, Fearnleys A/S nor any of their subsidiaries, associated companies, organisations, management personnel, employees, agents
or independent contractors (collectively the "Fearnley Interests") shall under any circumstances be under any liability for any losses, damages or costs
caused to any person, company or other legal entity arising or resulting directly or indirectly from reliance on any inaccurate, incorrect, incomplete or
misleading analyses, estimate, advice, statement or any other information contained in the analysis resulting directly or indirectly from any negligent or
gross negligent act(s) or omission (s), or wilful misconduct, committed by any of the Fearnley Interests.
In the event that a court or tribunal, notwithstanding the above liability exemptions, should hold any, some or all of the Fearnley Interests liable in damages
for any inaccurate, incorrect, incomplete or misleading analyses, estimate, advice, statement or any other information, the liability shall not under any
circumstances whatsoever exceed in total ten (10) times the fees payable for the analysis in question, or US$ 100,000 (United States Dollar Hundred
Thousand), whichever is the higher.
Under no circumstances whatsoever shall the individual or individuals who have caused the losses, damage or costs be held personably responsible or
liable in any way. The Fearnley Interests shall under no circumstances whatsoever be liable for punitive damages.
The analysis is prepared to the benefit of the named addressee only. No other third party may rely on the analysis or any of its content without prior written
approval of Fearnley Consultants A/S.
Should any part of this clause be held unenforceable, non-operative or invalid by a court or tribunal, the remaining parts shall remain in full force.

The Shuttle Tanker Market
What is a shuttle tanker?
Key features

• Conventional tanker configuration

• Cargo loading and unloading systems
• Dynamic positioning system and retractable azimuth thrusters
• Controllable pitch propeller, flap rudders, twin propeller or diesel-electric propulsion
• Helicopter landing pad

Sources:
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Differentiation of segment

Specialized Asset Class

Standardized Asset Classes

Shuttle Tankers

LNG carriers

Conventional Tankers

Dry Bulk Carriers

Function

Transport of crude oil
from FPSO or
production unit to
terminal / refinery

Transport LNG to and
from terminal

Transport of crude oil
or petroleum products
between terminals /
refineries

Transport of dry bulk
commodities

Ordering

With contract

With contract or
speculatively

Mainly speculative

Mainly speculative

Long-term contracts (515 years)

Long-term contracts
(5-25 years)

Mainly spot contracts

Mainly spot contracts

Typical
trading
Total Size /
Capacity of
Global Fleet

71
8.7 m dwt

458
5,600
10,600
67.0 m cbm 540 m dwt 788 m dwt

Shuttle Tankers are a unique and highly specialized asset class that is integral to the offshore oil infrastructure

Sources: Fearnleys February 2016.

The Shuttle Tanker Market
The shuttle tanker fleet
Age structure February 2017

• The total fleet counts 73 vessels
and 9.0 mdwt

• 69 vessels trading as shuttle
tankers.
• The average age is 10.7 years.
• The order book counts 6 vessels of
0.93 mdwt.
• The newbuildings are scheduled for
2017-18 delivery
• Three vessels for Brazil (BG 1;
Petrogal 2)

• The remaining three are committed
to the East Canada sector.

Sources:
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The Shuttle Tanker Market
Fleet
Fleet by owner

Sources:
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Trading area
Shuttle tanker deployment
Trading Area

2

8
(5)

24
(27)
3
2
1
(1)

2
(0)

4
(3)

37
(36)

The two USG traders are Jones Act shuttle tankers. As such this market is closed for the main shuttle tanker owners and the two
vessels cannot compete on any other sector.
The eight Arctic traders cannot be deployed elsewhere unless they undergo multi-million dollar upgrades.

The Shuttle Tanker Market
Fleet deployment
Here they were – February 9th

Sources:
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Owners
Main shuttle tanker owners

There is a limited number of competitors in the shuttle tanker space. Based on
deadweight Knutsen NYK has a 35.0% (29.6%) market share

The Shuttle Tanker Market
The shuttle tanker fleet
Highlights 2016/17

• Two vessels delivered to the fleet:
•
•

Tordis Knutsen (Nov. 2016, 157 kdwt, KNOT, TC BG, Trading Brazil)
Vigdis Knutsen (Feb. 2017, 157 kdwt, KNOT, TC BG, Trading Brazil)

• No contracting of new vessels.

• One demolition sale (Tove Knutsen, built 1989)
• One vessel put into lay-up (Aberdeen, built 1996).

• No sale & purchase transactions concluded.

Sources:
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The Shuttle Tanker Market
The shuttle tanker fleet
Some fleet observations

• Five vessels are 20 years or older.

• Another 17 vessels will turn 20 years in 2018-20
• One vessel is currently laid up
• Three vessels are operating in the conventional crude carrier markets.
• Statoil tendered for two vessels in 2016 – award expected in April
• 3 x DP1 vessels on charter to Transpetro expires in 2017/18.

• Another two in 2020
• As this capacity is needed we expect to see Petrobras/Transpetro tendering for tonnage in
2017.

Sources:
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The Shuttle Tanker Market
The shuttle tanker fleet
Brazil trading vessels

• Over the past year it has become
quite evident that there’s a significant
difference in trading patterns in Brazil:
•
•
•
•

Vessels under Petrobras control generally
trade short-haul to Brazilian ports
Vessels on charter to other operators trade
long-haul
Annualized average voyages for Petrobras
vessels is about 23.
For the others, about 8.

• Provided this pattern is maintained,
fields with other operators than
Petrobras may enhance vessels
demand beyond what added volumes
would otherwise indicate.
Note:
Red columns: DP1 vessels
Blue columns: non-Petrobras vessels
Sertenajo Spirit excl. due to poor data quality
Sources:
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The Shuttle Tanker Market
Brazil
Oil output forecast

Sources:
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The Shuttle Tanker Market
Oil production from shuttle tanker operated fields
Brazil

Compared to one year ago, 2020
output reduced about 5% due to
lower than expected output from
existing fields

Sources:
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The Shuttle Tanker Market
Oil production from shuttle tanker operated fields
North Sea Developments

Sources:
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The Shuttle Tanker Market
Post 2020
Projects

• Brazil: Libra

• Estimated 1.2 mbd peak production
• First four FPSO’s to be tendered in 2017
• Will, eventually, require 12-16 shuttle tankers

• Brazil: Postponed Petrobras developments

• Postponed projects still in the ‘project file’ (about 0.9 mbd capacity).
• Libra capacity build-up

• Norway: Johan Castberg in the Barents Sea

• Tender process
• Shuttle tanker award scheduled this spring ( 2 vessels)

• Canada: Flemish Pass

• 2017 drill program announced early February
• Already announced as a ‘high impact discovery’
• We maintain that a development will require another 3-4 shuttle tankers

Sources:
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The Shuttle Tanker Market
The Barents Sea
Promising frontier

Korpfjell

Sources:

Block/Field
Johan Castberg
Wisting Central
Alta-Gotha
Filicudi
Neiden

Operator
Statoil
OMV
Lundin
Lundin
Lundin

Korpfjell

Statoil

Oil Reserves(mboe)
400-600
200-500
216-584
258
204
10,000 ???
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The Shuttle Tanker Market

Sources:
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The Shuttle Tanker Market
Conclusions

• Major projects are moving forwards in Brazil, the North
Sea, and Canada.
• No major changes to the project file since one year ago.
• The newbuilding requirement forecast is maintained,
although with some slippage.
• The post-2020 Libra developments seem to be on track
• Demand in the Barents Sea looks promising
Sources:
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Thank you for your attention!
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